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Abstract
Convolutional neural networks (CNNs) are now predom-
inant components in a variety of computer vision (CV) sys-
tems. These systems typically include an image signal pro-
cessor (ISP), even though the ISP is traditionally designed
to produce images that look appealing to humans. In CV
systems, it is not clear what the role of the ISP is, or if
it is even required at all for accurate prediction. In this
work, we investigate the efficacy of the ISP in CNN classifi-
cation tasks, and outline the system-level trade-offs between
prediction accuracy and computational cost. To do so, we
build software models of a configurable ISP and an imag-
ing sensor in order to train CNNs on ImageNet with a range
of different ISP settings and functionality. Results on Ima-
geNet show that an ISP improves accuracy by 4.6%-12.2%
on MobileNet architectures of different widths. Results us-
ing ResNets demonstrate that these trends also generalize to
deeper networks. An ablation study of the various process-
ing stages in a typical ISP reveals that the tone mapper is
the most significant stage when operating on high dynamic
range (HDR) images, by providing 5.8% average accuracy
improvement alone. Overall, the ISP benefits system effi-
ciency because the memory and computational costs of the
ISP is minimal compared to the cost of using a larger CNN
to achieve the same accuracy.
1. Introduction
In recent years, deep convolutional neural networks
(CNNs) have surpassed traditional algorithms on many
computer vision (CV) tasks. In common CV applications
such as advanced driver assistance systems (ADAS), the
system captures images intended to be consumed solely by
vision processing algorithms and generally not intended to
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(a) Original RGB (b) Simulated Raw (c) Simulated RGB
Figure 1: Example ImageNet sample: (a) original (RGB),
(b) processed by capture model to simulate raw HDR sen-
sor data (colorized), and (c) output of ISP software model
operating on simulated raw data.
be viewed by humans1. Such systems present an interesting
design opportunity since they are no longer constrained to
generate images optimized for human viewing. This is in
contrast to scenarios such as photography, where the design
goal is to generate images that are subjectively aesthetically
pleasing to the human eye, as well as requiring an 8-bit,
gamma-corrected, RGB format to be properly output on a
typical display. Without the need to conform to these tradi-
tional constraints, there is scope to improve efficiency and
algorithmic performance of the system by relaxing or opti-
mizing the image representation.
CNNs are typically trained on image datasets (such as
ImageNet [6]) whose images have been processed using an
image signal processor (ISP) and stored in an RGB image
representation. An ISP is a hardware component consisting
of several pipelined processing stages designed to process
raw Bayer color filter array (CFA) sensor data into RGB
output images. Figure 2 depicts how an ISP is typically
used in embedded CV. A camera lens focuses light onto a
CFA image sensor, which produces a single plane of digital
raw pixel values (Figure 1b). These raw images are then
processed by an ISP to generate RGB images (Figure 1c),
which are consumed either by a display for human viewing
or by a CV algorithm for inference.
While optimization of the display path in Figure 2 is
1Perhaps with the exception of debugging and development purposes.
1
Figure 2: Typical computer vision pipeline.
a well studied problem, the role and (co-)optimization of
the ISP for CNN inference is relatively unexplored. Tradi-
tionally, ISP algorithms are designed to optimize for met-
rics such as peak signal-to-noise-ratio (PSNR), modula-
tion transfer function (MTF), and subjective human rating
scores. However, these metrics clearly may not be opti-
mal for CNN prediction accuracy. If we are able to reduce
the complexity of the ISP by removing unneeded functions,
that would lead to lower latency and lower energy consump-
tion. Even though CNNs are exceptional in their ability to
adapt to various input representations, co-optimization of
the ISP and network architecture may also enable reduction
in the size of the CNN model at the same prediction accu-
racy, again reducing latency and energy. Any complexity
savings that can be made to the CNN would be especially
potent, as CNNs are known for their very high computa-
tional cost, even when implemented on highly-efficient and
high-throughput neural processing units (NPUs) [17, 21, 3].
In this paper, we seek to understand the impact of the
ISP on CNN classification problems. However, this is
not straightforward, because standard labeled datasets com-
monly used for CNN experiments consist of RGB images,
which have already been processed from raw sensor data
with fixed ISP settings. Collecting and labeling a new
dataset of raw images for training is prohibitively expen-
sive for a useful number of images. Our approach circum-
vents this problem by implementing a capture model, which
simulates RAW images fromRGB bymodelling an imaging
sensor, similar to the approach of Buckler et al. [1]. We pro-
cess simulated raw images using a configurable, industry-
grade, high dynamic range (HDR) ISP to generate RGB
images. This enables us to generate datasets with a vari-
ety of ISP configurations and settings, which we then use to
train state-of-the-art CNN models – from compact width-
scalable MobileNets [12], which are suited to mobile de-
vices, to larger depth-scalable ResNets [10], which are em-
ployed in applications such as automotive – to formulate
hypotheses on the impact of ISP design on CNN classifica-
tion accuracy.
Our results confirm that there is indeed a benefit, espe-
cially marked for compact models, to incorporating an ISP
in CNN inference. Furthermore, we determine what func-
tions of the ISP are most significant to achieve accurate pre-
dictions. Finally, we present a system-level analysis of the
cost trade-offs of different ISP configurations, and find that
all considered use cases benefit from an ISP.
In summary, this paper makes the following contribu-
tions:
• Raw vs RGB. Using a capture model and an industry-
grade ISP model, we process the ImageNet dataset
to train and test CNN classification models with fully
configurable ISP settings. Results show that full ISP-
processed RGB provides an average 7.0% accuracy
improvement over raw images for MobileNet models
trained on ImageNet.
• Impact of Model Size. The accuracy improvement
provided by ISP processing is most significant for
smaller model sizes, suggesting larger models are
more readily able to learn the functionality of the ISP.
Experiments with much larger models, ResNet-50 and
ResNet-101, further support this claim.
• ISP Stage Ablation. An ablation study on the individ-
ual stages of the ISP reveals that the tone mapper has
the greatest impact on performance for models trained
on HDR images, providing an average of 5.8% accu-
racy improvement alone. Results indicate this is due
to the ineffectiveness of CNNs learning from heavily
uneven pixel distributions.
• Compute and Memory Analysis. A computation-
cost analysis shows that utilizing an ISP improves sys-
tem efficiency compared to a baseline with no image
processing. This result can be attributed to the negligi-
ble cost of the ISP in comparison to CNNs.
The remainder of the paper is organized as follows: Sec-
tion 2 describes related work, Section 3 gives background
and methodology. Results are presented in Section 4, and
Section 5 investigates the impact of tone mapping. Sec-
tion 6 evaluates trade-offs in accuracy and compute. Finally,
Section 7 concludes.
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2. Related Work
ISP Optimization for ML Systems. Recent research
and commercial products have begun exploring ISP spe-
cialization for vision systems. For example, the Arm Mali-
C71 [18] is an ISP designed specifically for use in smart
automotive systems, with different functional modes for
display and computer vision. Liu et al. [23] proposed an
ISP that can selectively disable stages based on applica-
tion needs. Lubana et al. [19] proposed a minimal in-
sensor accelerator to enable inference directly on sensor
outputs without CNN retraining. Buckler et al. [1] inves-
tigated the impact of ISP stages on different CV algorithms,
and proposed a sensor design with adjustable precision and
subsampling. Our methodology is inspired by Buckler et
al. [1], involving an imaging sensor model to simulate raw
images and a model of a commercial-grade, high dynamic
range (HDR) ISP. In contrast to Buckler et al. [1], we vali-
dated our imaging sensor model using a dataset of raw im-
ages that we captured specifically for our experiments. To
the best of our knowledge, we are the first to understand
the impact of the ISP on training CNNs for ImageNet-size
problems, using both compact MobileNet models and deep
ResNet models.
Neural ISP Algorithms. CNN models have been devel-
oped for denoising [30], demosaicing [9, 26], and end-to-
end imaging solutions [24, 33]. These works demonstrate
that CNNs are capable of replicating ISP functions, and
even exceeding them in terms of PSNR. However, this im-
proved performance comes at a significant compute cost, on
the order of 1M operations/pixel [24], compared to around
1K ops/pixel for a traditional ISP. Diamond et al. [7] in-
vestigates the impact of image distortions on classification
accuracy, and propose a network architecture for joint de-
blurring, denoising, and classification. Our work differs
from previous works in that we do not attempt to emulate
ISP functions with neural algorithms, but rather explore the
need for ISP functions in the first place.
Efficient CNN Inference. CNNs are computationally
expensive, so it is helpful to start with efficient hardware
and an efficient network architecture before attempting to
optimize the ISP for system efficiency. Recent research
has focused on developing dedicated hardware for efficient
deep learning inference [17, 21, 3]. Additionally, much
effort has gone into developing efficient CNN architec-
tures [12, 11, 28, 13, 32] and algorithms for automatically
generating efficient CNN architectures [2, 8, 16, 27]. In this
work, we focus on MobileNets [12], a family of CNNs de-
signed for energy-efficient inference. These models employ
depthwise-separable convolutions [4] to reduce the num-
ber of parameters and operations in each layer. State-of-
the-art models in both the energy-efficient [11] and un-
constrained [28] domains iterate upon the basic MobileNet
structure.
(a) ISP Model (b) Capture Model
Figure 3: Key components of the ISP and capture models.
Hardware Feature Extractors for CNNs. When used
in an ML system, an ISP can be considered a hardware fea-
ture extractor. Work by Whatmough et al. [29] has demon-
strated PPA benefits from implementing a fully-fixed hard-
ware CNN feature extractor. Other works have demon-
strated significant energy improvement from in-sensor ana-
log feature extraction [15, 20]. Our work demonstrates
these benefits too for handcrafted ISP features.
3. Background and Methodology
To evaluate the impact of the ISP on CV systems, we
train ML models on images that have been processed by a
variety of ISP configurations (including no ISP at all). This
approach enables us to study the impact of each stage of
the ISP on prediction accuracy on a large dataset (like Im-
ageNet). This section describes the ISP we model, our ap-
proach in generating images for training/evaluation, and the
ML benchmarks we use for evaluation.
3.1. ISP Overview
For our experiments, we model the ISP stages shown in
Figure 3a: denoise, black level subtraction, white balance,
tone-mapping, demosaic, color correction, and gamma cor-
rection. We implement each of these stages in a C++ soft-
ware model, using production-quality algorithms. The ISP
software model allows stages to be optionally enabled or
disabled2. This allows us to test a variety of ISP configura-
tions in the ISP design space in relation to CNN accuracy.
2Limited to valid combinations of ISP stages to ensure compatible data
types and image representations.
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3.2. Simulated Raw Data
In order to evaluate the impact of ISP design decisions
on CNN model performance, we require a large quantity of
labelled data. However, datasets relevant to CNN tasks are
nearly exclusively captured in 8-bit RGB format. In other
words, these images have already been processed by an ISP,
without storing the original raw image data. Even worse,
these images are typically captured using a range of differ-
ent (unknown) sensors and ISPs. Although some raw image
datasets do exist, they are typically intended for research on
ISP demosaicing and denoising algorithms [5, 31] and are
not suitable for training modern CNNs, as they are too small
and unlabeled.
As such, we simulate raw HDR captures by processing
standard RGB image datasets using a software model which
we refer to as the capture model. This model can be thought
of as a “reverse ISP” in the sense that it generates raw im-
ages from RGB images; however the goal of the capture
model is to generate images with statistics representative of
raw images, rather than to perfectly recreate an original raw
image. The capture model seeks to “undo” the ISP pro-
cessing that has already been applied to these images when
they were originally captured. It accomplishes this by per-
forming the inverse (or approximate inverse3) of each stage
in the ISP pipeline in reverse order. Figure 3b depicts the
approach. Characteristic parameters for colour confusion,
colour imbalance, black level and noise are all calibrated on
actual sensor measurements from a Sony IMX290 [25].
We simulate HDR captures by applying 3 different gains
to an RGB image (Figure 1a) after linearization to simulate
different exposure times, resulting in 3 different RGB im-
ages of the same scene. The resulting images are indepen-
dently processed via the capture model, and then merged
to simulate a single simulated HDR raw image (Figure 1b).
Images generated by the capture model can be subsequently
processed by any ISP configuration to generate an RGB im-
age dataset (Figure 1c) to use for training CNNs. This ap-
proach enables us to efficiently explore the impact of the
ISP design space on CNN classification performance, with-
out the huge expense of manually capturing and labelling a
sufficiently large image dataset. We validate this approach
by testing resultant CNN models on true raw images and
observing consistent trends in prediction accuracy.
3.3. Benchmarks
We use MobileNet [12] and ResNet [10] CNN architec-
tures trained on ImageNet [6] to evaluate the impact of the
ISP. MobileNet is designed to be a parameter-efficient, scal-
able CNN architecture for image classification on mobile
3Not all ISP stages are perfectly invertible, viz. denoise, white balance,
and tone mapping. The original sensor noise cannot be perfectly recreated
from a denoised image. Similarly, white balance and tone mapping use
original image statistics that cannot be recovered after-the-fact.
Figure 4: Comparison ofMobileNet validation accuracy be-
tween raw and RGB formats using ImageNet. ImageNet
images (Original RGB) are processed using the capture
model to generate raw images (Simulated Raw), which are
then processed using our software ISP model to generate
RGB images (Simulated RGB).
devices, with hyperparameters to scale input resolution and
the width of each layer4. Sweeping these parameters pro-
duces a family of models, which are collectively known
as MobileNets. MobileNets are designed for compute-
constrained devices, however derivative network architec-
tures have demonstrated SOTA results in other application
domains as well [11, 28]. We use this model architecture
for our investigations because MobileNet-like models are
highly relevant in the field today, and because its scalability
enables us to test on a range of model sizes. To demonstrate
the generalization of our results to deeper models, we also
train ResNets [10] on ImageNet.
In our experiments, we train each network with the
same training parameters as used in their original publica-
tion [12, 10]. The only exceptions to this are: (1) batch nor-
malization decay, which we set to 0.99 for models trained
on certain image sets, and (2) data augmentation, which we
limit to mean and variance normalization for fair compari-
son between different image representations5. The original
training recipes for these networks are carefully tuned for
RGB images, so we made sure to tune our training recipe
for raw images, as described in the Appendix.
In addition to the training recipes being optimized for
RGB images, we acknowledge that the model architectures
themselves are tuned for RGB images. It is possible that
4We train MobileNets on 224x224 images, and sweep the width multi-
plier across [0.25, 0.50, 0.75, 1.00].
5Random cropping and flipping cannot be applied to raw images be-
cause they do not preserve the CFA mosaic pattern.
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Figure 5: Raw vs RGB accuracy difference for a range of
models containing from 0.47M to 44.5M parameters. MN
= MobileNet, RN = ResNet.
there are architectures better suited for RAW images, which
is a non-trivial question we leave as future work.
4. Evaluation of ISP Stages
In this section, we discuss the results of CNN train-
ing experiments using images generated by different ISP
configurations. We consider ISP configurations with all
stages enabled, no stages enabled, and stages selectively en-
abled/disabled.
4.1. Raw vs. RGB Experiment
We first evaluate whether the ISP has any impact on
CNN classification accuracy. To accomplish this, we com-
pare the performance of models trained on raw images (no
ISP processing) against those trained on RGB images (full
ISP processing). We train MobileNets on two processed
versions of ImageNet: the first contains simulated raw im-
ages generated by processing ImageNet with the capture
model (Section 3.2). The second contains RGB images gen-
erated by applying our ISP software model (Section 3.1) to
the simulated raw images. Figure 4 provides the results of
this experiment, and compares the accuracy of these models
to the publishedMobileNet results [12]. This figure demon-
strates that the models trained on RGB images outperform
those trained on raw images, by an average of 7.0%.
Note that the accuracies of our Simulated RGB models
are lower than published results (Original RGB). This is ex-
pected because the capture model cannot perfectly repro-
duce the original raw images that produced the ImageNet
images – the original color and noise profiles of the origi-
nal raw images are unknown, and the capture model throws
away data by remosaicing and adds noise. Additionally, as
noted previously, data augmentation techniques such as ran-
Model Params Image type Top-1 acc. Top-5 acc.
ResNet-50 25.6M Raw 67.45 88.04
RGB 71.01 91.82
ResNet-101 44.5M Raw 70.07 89.90
RGB 72.34 92.93
Table 1: Raw vs. RGB (both simulated by capture model)
results for large models: ResNet-50 and ResNet-101.
dom cropping and flipping cannot be readily applied to raw
data, so we forego these in order to make a fair comparison
between raw and RGB training experiments (Section 3.3).
We notice that the accuracy difference is larger for com-
pact models, which may indicate that models trained on raw
images are more capacity-bound than those trained on RGB.
Since even the largest MobileNet width is a relatively small
model, we also repeated this experiment on two sizes of
ResNets [10], to understand the impact of raw vs RGB on
larger and deeper models. Similar to MobileNet, ResNet
results (Table 1) show a benefit to training models on RGB
images, however the gap in accuracy is smaller than was
seen for MobileNet (c.f. Figure 5). This suggests that larger
(or deeper) models, such as ResNets, are more readily able
to learn from image formats other than RGB.
4.2. Ablation Study
Having demonstrated a benefit to using an ISP, we aim
to understand which components of the ISP contribute most
to improved classification accuracy. To this end, we train
MobileNets on images generated with different stages of
the ISP selectively enabled. Because of the prevalence of
research into the impact of noise on neural networks, the
following ablation study is separated into (1) a study of only
denoise and (2) a study of remaining ISP components.
The denoising stage of an ISP is designed to reduce
the measurement noise that exists in a raw image due to
physical characteristics of the sensor. Recent research has
demonstrated the susceptibility of CNNs to miss-classifying
images with imperceptible adversarial perturbations applied
to the input [22]. Further, Diamond et al. [7] demon-
strate poor compatibility between traditional denoising al-
gorithms and CNNs inference. Our results (Figure 6a)
agree with this conclusion; we observe an average accuracy
improvement provided by denoising of 0.27% and 0.09%
(within the bounds of model variance) for raw images and
RGB images, respectively. In several cases, models trained
on denoised images even performed worse than their noisy
counterparts. A potential explanation for this result is that
the denoiser, while removing noise, also tends to blur fine
detail which may have otherwise been useful to the CNN.
These results indicate negligible impact of traditional de-
noising on classification accuracy and questionable value
for including a denoiser in a CV system.
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(a) MobileNet accuracy for raw and RGB with and without denoise. (b) MobileNet accuracy with a range of ISP stages.
Figure 6: Ablation study of ISP stages. Raw images (our baseline) are generated from ImageNet using the capture model.
The other image sets are generated by processing raw images with a number of ISP stages. BL = black level subtraction, WB
= white balance, TM = tone mapping.
To evaluate the remaining ISP stages, we compare the
performance of ISP configurations with incrementally more
stages added until arriving at a full ISP pipeline6. We chose
two configurations to evaluate and compare classification
performance: (1) black level subtraction + tone mapping
and (2) black level subtraction + white balance + tone map-
ping. Figure 6b shows the result of models trained on data
processed with these ISP configurations, along with base-
lines (models trained on raw images and full RGB images).
For each stage added, we see some improvement in accu-
racy across all models. This indicates that each of these
ISP stages contributes to improved CNN performance. The
most significant improvement in accuracy (5.8% improve-
ment) is between models trained on raw images and models
trained on images processed using black level subtraction
and tone mapping. This improvement in accuracy should
be attributed to tone mapping because black level subtrac-
tion merely shifts the input pixel values by a scalar, whereas
tone mapping has a significant impact on the statistics of in-
put images. We explore this phenomenon in greater detail
in Section 5.
4.3. Capture Model Validation
Lubana et al. [19] have criticized the use of simulated
raw data for training CNN models. To validate generaliza-
tion of our results to true raw images, we use real raw image
captures to test CNN models previously trained on simu-
lated raw images. Since the capture model cannot perfectly
6Informed by expert knowledge, we restrict the space of possible ISP
configurations. For example, tone mapping should only be performed after
black level subtraction so that the black level offset is not scaled with light
intensity.
reverse the ISP processing, it cannot be validated by simply
comparing a raw image to the result of running that image
through our ISP model and then the capture model. Instead,
we want to show that the capture model does not introduce
any artifacts that negatively impact CNN prediction accu-
racy. By demonstrating similar trends in accuracy between
testing on real and simulated raw data, we hope to dispel un-
certainty in the generalization of our results. We created a
dataset of real raw images, which we used to validate the re-
sults we achieved with simulated raw images. This dataset
contains 4000 raw images of 50 objects, taken with a va-
riety of lighting conditions and exposure settings. The im-
ages are captured using an IMX290 sensor [25]. Running
inference on our trained models using this lab captured val-
idation set provides results that broadly follow the trends of
Figures 4 and 6, supporting our conclusions. These results
are discussed in further detail in the Appendix.
5. Input Distribution Investigation
Having identified tone mapping as a significant compo-
nent for achieving high CNN accuracy, we next investigate
the effect the tone mapper has on the statistics of input im-
ages, and how that influences classification performance.
5.1. Histogram Analysis
The tone mapper we implement in our software ISP
model performs localized histogram equalization7 to pixel
values. Therefore, tone mapping tends to result in images
that better occupy the full dynamic range, as seen in Figure
7Our tone mapper compensates for gamma correction later in the ISP
pipeline, resulting in a higher concentration of values toward zero.
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(a) HDR linear raw (b) Raw after tone-mapping (c) Original RGB
Figure 7: Pixel value distributions (by color channel) at three points along the ISP pipeline. Sampled data is comprised of 25
random images from each class in the ImageNet training set.
Distribution Skew Kurtosis
ImageNet-raw 7.85 95.80
ImageNet-bl-wb-tm 0.99 0.25
ImageNet-rgb 0.64 -0.54
Table 2: Skew and kurtosis of ImageNet dataset with differ-
ent processing.
7, which illustrates the histograms of ImageNet data at three
points in the image processing pipeline.
Figure 7a shows the distribution of simulated raw pixel
values; this distribution vastly differs from that of RGB im-
ages (Figure 7c). The raw distribution is heavily concen-
trated near the black level value of the sensor, and trails
off in density very rapidly towards larger values. The non-
uniformity of the raw distribution is exacerbated due to the
HDR simulation performed in the capture model, which in-
creases the overall contrast in the image. In comparison, the
RGB distribution is relatively uniform along its full range
[0,1]. More formally, we consider the skew and kurtosis of
these distributions. Skew describes a distribution’s lack of
symmetry. Kurtosis is the degree of peakedness (or flatness)
of a distribution. The raw distribution has much higher skew
and kurtosis than RGB images (Table 2). Tone mapping
does much of the work in transforming the distribution of
raw pixel values to that of RGB, as can be seen in Figure 7b.
The skew and kurtosis of this distribution are quite close to
that of RGB images when compared against raw images.
5.2. Skewed Data Experiment
We hypothesize that the difference in image distributions
we observe between raw and RGB images (attributed to the
tone mapper) results in improved test accuracy for models
trained with RGB data (lower skew and kurtosis). Lubana
et al. [19] showed that a difference in image pixel distribu-
tions between training and testing may cause a drop in test
Figure 8: Accuracy of ResNet-18 model trained with
CIFAR-10 dataset processed with f(x) = xn transforma-
tion. Mean and standard deviation of 5 runs for each value
of n are depicted in blue. Skew and kurtosis of the pixel
distributions are shown in red and green.
accuracy. However, in this work, we consider the impact the
pixel distributions constant between training and test time,
but different across experiments. To explore this, we trained
CNN models using image data with a range of skew and
kurtosis values. We produce such distributions by applying
a pixel-wise transform of f(x) = xn to input images, where
each pixel of an image, x, is normalized to the range [0, 1],
and n controls the degree of skew/kurtosis. This transfor-
mation concentrates data toward low values and creates a
distribution resembling that of raw images.
We trained ResNet-18 [10] on CIFAR-10 [14] using this
transformation on both the training and test images. This
combination of model and dataset enables us to reasonably
train many models to build confidence in our results. We
sweep n across the range [1, 10]with increment 0.5 and cor-
respondingly generate data with which to train ResNet-18.
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The results of this experiment (Figure 8) suggest that the
distribution of the input image can considerably impact ac-
curacy. Image distributions with high skew result in trained
model accuracy with considerable accuracy reduction rel-
ative to baseline (n = 1). At n = 10, there is an aver-
age accuracy degradation of 3.70%. Note that no informa-
tion is being destroyed via this transform, and the original
image can be perfectly8 reconstructed using the transform
(f−1(x) =
n
√
x). Therefore, it is only the representation
of the input data that seemingly causes performance degra-
dation. Even with such a drastic change to the input dis-
tribution, the skew and kurtosis of the input data in this
experiment (skew = 3.67, kurtosis 13.28) are much lower
than that of our simulated raw ImageNet data (skew = 7.85,
kurtosis = 95.80). Therefore, it is not surprising that using
tone mapping to normalize the input data distribution re-
sults in models with an average of 5.77% higher accuracy
than those trained on raw data.
6. System Cost Analysis
The results in Section 4 demonstrate that most compo-
nents of an ISP have a beneficial impact on CNN perfor-
mance to a greater or lesser extent. However, from a sys-
tems perspective, it is important to understand how the com-
pute complexity of these components compares with the ac-
curacy improvement. Hence, we analyzed the trade-off be-
tween accuracy and computational cost. We measure this
cost in terms of both arithmetic operations per inference and
total size of memory accessed per inference. We calculate
the number of operations based on our software implemen-
tation of each ISP component and by the number of mul-
tiply and accumulate operations required by MobileNets9.
For memory, we assume the worst case scenario for the ISP
– that the ISP must read raw images from DRAM rather
than streaming raw images directly from the image sensor.
Figure 9 illustrates the trade-offs between cost and
accuracy for different ISP configurations and MobileNet
widths. The relative improvement in accuracy provided by
a minimally-viable ISP (BL + WB + TM) far outweighs
the additional algorithmic complexity associated with that
ISP. Adding more stages to the ISP pipeline provides both
marginal increases in accuracy and marginal computational
costs (ISP cost independent of the CNN model cost). How-
ever, the cost of even a full ISP is minuscule in comparison
to any relevant CNN architecture, so the improvements in
accuracy prove worthwhile. At large compute budgets, it is
clear that a full ISP pipeline provides enough benefit to war-
rant its computational cost. By utilizing an ISP, even sys-
tems with low memory budgets benefit require fewer opera-
tions per inference (thus, lower latency and higher through-
8Ignoring minimal numerical loss due to floating-point arithmetic.
9Operations are counted as multiply, add, and simple transcendental
functions.
Figure 9: Compute complexity (GOPs/inference) and mem-
ory cost (BM/inference) vs prediction accuracy trade-offs
for MobileNets with different ISP configurations.
put). Overall, these results show clear evidence that includ-
ing an ISP significantly improves the cost/accuracy pareto
trade-off.
7. Conclusion
In this paper, we empirically studied the impact of im-
age signal processing (ISP) on CNN prediction accuracy.
This is performed using a software model of an ISP and a
model of an imaging sensor to enable the study of relevant
application domains. We validate this approach by compar-
ing training results from simulated raw images against raw
images captured in-lab. We found that processing images
with an ISP improves accuracy by an average of 7.0% for
a chosen set of MobileNets. Our results indicate that the
ISP has a more significant impact on smaller CNN models,
and our results on ResNet-50 and ResNet-101 are consistent
with this trend. Each component of the ISP pipeline pro-
vides accuracy gains across all models, except for denoise,
which is found to have questionable benefit to CNN perfor-
mance. Tone mapping, which equalizes pixel value distri-
butions in our implementation, provides a dominant 5.8%
accuracy improvement. We also show empirical evidence
that uneven pixel distributions result in degraded classifi-
cation performance. Finally, the ISP benefits system effi-
ciency because the algorithmic cost is significantly lower
than the cost of using a larger CNN to achieve the same
accuracy.
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A. Raw Image Representation
The mapping of mosaic images10 to inputs of traditional
CNNs is not obvious because mosaic images images have
shape [H,W, 1] whereas the expected input to a CNN has
shape [H,W, 3]. We considered three different representa-
tions of mosaic images to be used for training CNNs:
1. Keep pixels on a single plane (shape = [H,W, 1])
2. Stretch pixels to 3 channels based on color, and in-
sert zeros for missing color information (shape =
[H,W, 3])
3. Stretch pixels to 4 channels based on Bayer pattern
(R, Gr, Gb, B), and do not insert zeros (shape =
[H/2,W/2, 4])
Each of these representations can be used as inputs to
MobileNets and ResNets with little or no modification to
the first convolutional layer. Representation 1 requires the
first convolution layer to have 1 input feature map. Rep-
resentation 3 requires the first convolution layer to have 4
input feature maps and a stride of 1 (so that the output ac-
tivations have the same shape as the baseline model). Rep-
resentations 1 and 2 have information of the Bayer pattern
embedded in 2x2 spacial grids, but luckily the first layer in
each network has a stride of 2 so each weight corresponds
to an individual color in the Bayer pattern.
We trained 3 copies of MobileNet on raw data using each
of the representations, and found negligible difference in
performance amongst the models. We chose to publish re-
sults using Representation 2 because it requires no modifi-
cations to the CNNs, which we felt was the most fair ap-
proach when comparing to models trained on demosaiced
images.
B. Training on Raw Images
Figure 10 depicts the training and validation top-1 accu-
racy for several MobileNets during training. These models
were all trained with the default hyperparameters from the
original publication ofMobileNets [12]. We noticed that ac-
curacy curves from models trained on raw images (Figures
10c and 10d) had different shape than those from models
trained on RGB images (Figures 10a and 10b). The accu-
racy curves associated with raw images have much more
variation between each iteration, indicating instability of the
optimizer. We recognize that the training recipe we used
was tuned assuming RGB input images, and the perfor-
mance clearly does not translate well to raw images. We
intuited that the cause for the poor accuracy on raw im-
ages was batch normalization, which behaved poorly when
10Images not processed with the demosaic ISP stage, i.e. still in a Bayer
pattern.
used with input images with pixel distributions seen in raw
images. Upon investigation of batch normalization hyper-
parameters, we determined that changing batch normaliza-
tion decay from 0.9997 to 0.99 removed instability from the
raw training curves. This change effectively enables batch
normalization statistics to update more quickly, which we
believe is important for raw data due to its highly non-linear
pixel distribution. The described change to the raw train-
ing recipe successfully removed the variation in accuracy
seen in Figures 10c and 10d. We explored other changes to
the raw training recipe, but we found that none of our tests
yielded better results.
C. Lab-Captured Validation Set Results
Section 4.3 discusses validation tests designed to pro-
vide confidence in our experimental methodology (specif-
ically, to ensure that the capture model does not introduce
any strange behavior when used for CNN training). Tables
3 and 4 provide the accuracy of testing the models trained
on data simulated using the capture model. We see similar
trends in these test results as we do when testing on pro-
cessed versions of the ImageNet validation set (Figures 4
and 6).
The overall test accuracy on our lab-captured validation
set is lower than on the processed ImageNet validation set.
We believe that the difference in accuracy is due to a higher
difficulty to classify the images in our lab-captured dataset.
The levels of noise in our dataset are much higher, and
lighting conditions are on average worse than what is found
in ImageNet. These differences can be seen in Figure 11,
which displays randomly sampled images from the Ima-
geNet validation set and our lab-captured dataset.
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(a) RGB train accuracy (b) RGB validation accuracy
(c) Raw train accuracy with default training recipe (d) Raw validation accuracy with default training recipe
Figure 10: Training and validation accuracy curves for 3 random initializations of MobileNet using default training hyper-
parameters.
Image processing MN-0.25 acc. (%) MN-0.50 acc. (%) MN-0.75 acc. (%) MN-1.00 acc. (%)
None 1.70 6.70 9.50 7.65
Denoise 1.54 7.20 8.00 8.43
BL + TM 2.65 8.67 7.54 11.33
BL + WB + TM 1.95 8.77 8.02 10.96
ISP w/o denoise 2.45 8.50 8.35 14.00
Full ISP 3.15 9.90 8.65 14.95
Table 3: Top-1 test accuracy on real data for MobileNets trained on simulated data (MN = MobileNet).
Image processing MN-0.25 acc. (%) MN-0.50 acc. (%) MN-0.75 acc. (%) MN-1.00 acc. (%)
None 5.00 19.15 21.10 21.35
Denoise 3.35 17.85 20.95 22.80
BL + TM 9.23 20.10 21.90 26.05
BL + WB + TM 10.54 24.01 22.50 27.20
ISP w/o denoise 10.40 23.60 20.65 26.15
Full ISP 13.10 27.60 22.35 29.20
Table 4: Top-5 test accuracy on real data for MobileNets trained on simulated data (MN = MobileNet).
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(a) ImageNet samples (b) Lab-captured samples
Figure 11: Selection of images from ImageNet and from our lab-captured dataset (sampled randomly). The images shown
from ImageNet have been processed using our capture model and ISP model, whereas the images shown from our lab-
captured dataset have only been processed using our ISP model.
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